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Abstract
The paper presents a general model for persistent
replicated object management and identifies what meta
information about objects needs to be maintained by a
naming and binding service to ensure that objects named
by application programs are bound to only those object
replicas which are in a mutually consistent state. These
ideas are developed within the framework of a distributed
system  in which application programs  are composed of
atomic actions (atomic transactions) manipulating
persistent (long-lived) objects.
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1. Introduction
We consider a distributed system  in which
application programs  are composed out of atomic
actions (atomic transactions) manipulating persistent
(long-lived) objects. Atomic actions ensure that only
consistent state changes to objects take place despite
failures such as node crashes. Objects not in use
normally remain in a passive state: their states are stored
in object stores (filing systems for objects). Passive
objects are activated on demand: an active object will
have its state loaded from the object store to a server for
that object. In such a system, a naming and binding
service is normally  required for maintaining information
about objects (e.g., host name of the object store). The
service is responsible for ensuring that any objects
named in an application program get bound to the
corresponding servers. When objects are replicated for
increased availability, the naming and binding service is
then required to ensure that objects named by application
programs are bound to only those object replicas which
are in a mutually consistent state. There is much more
to this aspect of replica management than meets the eye.
We develop a model of replicated object management and
describe various ways  of maintaining information about
replicated objects in a consistent manner. Although the
topic of naming and binding in persistent object systems
has received much attention (e.g., [7][8][17]), the
technical issues of binding to replicated objects in a
distributed system have not been addressed adequately.
Our ideas derive from an actual implementation of
replica management protocols designed and implemented
for the Arjuna distributed system [11][12][18].
2. Background
2.1. Failure assumptions
It is assumed that the hardware components of the
system are workstations (nodes), connected by a
communication subsystem (for example, a local area
network). A node is assumed to possess the fail-silent
property: it either works as specified or simply stops
working (crashes). A node may have both stable object
store and non-stable (volatile) storage or just non-stable
storage. All of the data stored on volatile storage is
assumed to be lost when a crash occurs; any data stored
on stable storage remains unaffected by a crash. We
assume further that processes on functioning nodes are
capable of communicating with each other.
2.2. Objects and atomic actions
An object is an instance of some class, where the
class defines the set of instance variables each object
will contain and the operations  or methods  that
determine the externally visible behaviour of the object.
The operations of an object have access to the instance
variables and can thus modify the internal state of that
object. It is assumed that, in the absence of failures and
concurrency, the invocation of an operation produces
consistent (class specific) state changes to the object. In
a distributed system, some of the objects accessed by an
application may be physically remote from the
application (i.e., on a different machine). An operation
invocation upon a remote object is typically performed
via a remote procedure call (RPC).
A computational model that has been widely
advocated for constructing robust distributed systems is
based upon the concept of using atomic actions (atomic
transactions) [5] controlling operations on persistent
objects. All operation invocations may be controlled by
the use of atomic actions which have the well-known
properties of (i) serialisability, (ii) failure atomicity, and
(iii) permanence of effect. The object and atomic action
model provides a natural framework for designing fault-
tolerant systems with persistent (long-lived) objects
[1][4][13][18][19]. Persistent objects not in use are
normally resident in a passive state on object stores. A
passive object is made active by loading its state and
methods from the object store to volatile store and
associating a process (a server) for receiving RPCs for
method executions. Atomic actions are employed to
control the state changes to these objects, and the
properties of atomic actions given above ensure that
only consistent state changes take place, despite shared
access and any failures.
A number of system services are required to support
distributed computations structured out of objects and
actions. We enumerate them below:
Atomic Action service: provide atomic action support to
application programs.
RPC service: provide an object invocation facility
through an RPC mechanism;
Object Storage service: provide a stable storage
repository for objects; these object are assigned
unique identifiers (UIDs) for naming them;
Naming and binding service: provides a mapping from
user-given names of objects to UIDs, and from
UIDs to location information such as the identity of
the host containing the object store where the state
of the object resides.
To be able to access a persistent object, an
application program must be able to obtain information
about the object's location. The application program can
request this information from the naming and binding
service by presenting it the name of the object (a string).
The naming service can map this string to the UID of
the object and then map the UID to the location
information. Once the application program (client) has
obtained the location of the object it can direct its
invocations to that node. It will be the responsibility of
that node to activate the object (if the object was in a
passive state). Below we discuss this aspect further for
the case of replicated objects.
2.3 Object replication
The persistent state of an object typically resides on
a single object store of a node; if that node is down, then
the object becomes unavailable. The availability of an
object can be increased by replicating it on several nodes
and thus storing its state in more than one object store.
Such object replicas must then be managed through
appropriate replica-consistency protocols to ensure that
the object copies remain mutually consistent. We will
consider the case of strong consistency which requires
that all replicas that are regarded as available be mutually
consistent (so the persistent states of all available
replicas are required to be identical). We discuss below
three aspects of replica consistency management; the
first and the third are concerned mainly with the
management of meta information about object replicas,
whereas the second is concerned mainly with the
management of replicas themselves:
(1) Object binding: It is necessary to ensure that,
when an application program presents the name of an
object, which is currently passive, to the naming and
binding service, the service returns a list containing
information about only those replicas of the object that
are (a) mutually consistent, and also (b) contain the
latest state of the object. From this information, one,
more, or all replicas, depending upon the replication
policy in use (see below), can be activated. If the object
has been activated already, then given the name of the
object, the naming and binding service must permit
binding to all of the servers that are managing replicas
of the activated object. If we assume a dynamic system
permitting changes to the degree of replication for an
object (e.g., a new replica for an object can be added to
the system), then it is important to ensure that such
changes are reflected in the naming and binding service
without causing inconsistencies to current users of the
object.
(2) Object activation and access: A passive object
must be activated according to a given replication
policy. We identify three basic object replication
policies [3]:
(i) Active replication:  In active replication, more
than one copy of a passive object is activated on distinct
nodes and all activated copies perform processing [5].
So, in the absence of network partitions preventing
communication, an object remains available to
applications so long as at least one replica is
functioning.
(ii) Coordinator-cohort passive replication: Here, as
before, several copies of an object are activated; however
only one replica, the coordinator, carries out processing
[6]. The coordinator regularly checkpoints its state to the
remaining replicas, the cohorts. If the failure of the
coordinator is detected, then the cohorts elect one of
them as the new coordinator to continue processing.
(iii) Single copy passive replication: In contrast to
the previous two schemes, only a single copy is
activated; the activated copy regularly checkpoints its
state to the object stores where states are stored [2]. This
checkpointing normally occurs as a part of the commit
processing of the application, so if the activated copy
fails, then the application must abort the affected atomic
action (restarting the action will result in a new copy
being activated).
Activated copies of replicas (cases (i) and (ii)) must
be treated as a single group by the application in a
manner which preserves mutual consistency. Suppose
the replication policy is active replication. Consider the
following scenario (see figure 1), where group GA
(replicas A1, A2) is invoking a service operation on
group GB (a single object B) and B fails during delivery
of the reply to GA. Suppose that the reply message is
received by A 1  but not by A 2 , in which case the
subsequent action taken by A1 and A2 can diverge. The
problem is caused by the fact that the failure of B has
been 'seen' by A2 and not A1. To avoid these problems,
communication between replica groups can require
reliable distribution and ordering guarantees not
associated with non-replicated systems: reliability
ensures that all correctly functioning members of a
group receive messages intended for that group and
ordering ensures that these messages are received in an
identical order at each functioning member [16].
A1
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Figure 1: Operation Invocation for Replicated
Objects
(3) Commit processing and object passivation:
Once an application has finished using an object, it is
necessary to ensure that the new states of mutually
consistent object replicas get  recorded to their object
stores; this takes place during the commit time of the
application's atomic action. At the same time, it is also
necessary to ensure that the information about object
replicas maintained by the naming and binding service
remains accurate. Consider an application that modifies
some object, say A, and active replication is in use;
suppose at the start of the application two replicas for A
(A1 and A2) are available, but that the crash of a node
makes one of them (say A2) unavailable, so only A1
gets modified; then at commit time, information
maintained about A within the naming and binding
service should be modified to 'exclude' A2  from the list
of available replicas of A (else subsequent applications
may end up using mutually inconsistent copies of A).
An active copy of an object which is no longer in use
will be said to be in a quiescent state; a quiescent object
can passivate itself by destroying the server, and if
necessary, letting the naming and binding system 'know'
of this state change.
This paper is primarily concerned with the first and
the third aspects of replica management. Many replica
management protocols have been presented in the
literature dealing with the second aspect of object
replication (e.g., [1][2][5][6][9][11][14]), but little
attention has been paid as to how the information about
replicas is maintained in a consistent manner. Yet, as
the discussion above has indicated, this issue is at least
as important as the treatment of replica groups.
3. System model
3.1. Client-server bindings
With the above discussion in mind, we present a
general model for persistent replicated objects. We
assume that for each persistent object there is at least
one node  (say α) which, if functioning, is capable of
running a server for that object (in effect, this would
require that the node has access to the executable binary
of the code for the object's methods which may well be
stored in the object store of α). It is the responsibility
of a node, such as α , to bind an incoming object
invocation from a client application to the right server.
This binding can break if the server (client) node crashes;
we assume that a broken binding stays that way till the
application level action terminates. So in our model,
bindings to servers are created only during the start of a
client atomic action (as invocations are made); if some
bound server subsequently crashes then the
corresponding binding is broken and not repaired (even if
the server node is functioning again); all the surviving
bindings are broken at the termination time of the
action.
Subject to the above binding criterion, a client is
bound as follows. If α receives an invocation from the
client, and the server is already present, then the
invocation is sent to that server; otherwise the object is
passive at α and needs to be activated before invocation
can be performed; this requires creating a server and
loading the methods and the state from some object
store. We will also assume that there is at least one node
(say β) whose object store contains the state of the
object; we do not require that α be the same as β. So, in
order to obtain the state of an object for activation, α
may have to contact the naming and binding service to
obtain the name of the node (β) storing the object state.
We therefore assume that for every persistent object, the
naming and binding service maintains two sets of node
related data:
(i) for an object A, the set StA contains the names
of nodes whose object stores contain states of A; and
(ii) the set SvA contains the names of nodes capable
of running a server for A.
An object can become unavailable if all the nodes ∈
SvA are down (have crashed) and/or all the nodes ∈ StA
are down. We assume that it is possible to update Sv
and St related information for objects maintained by the
naming and binding service. For example, it should be
possible to exclude a node currently ∈ StA if it is found
not to contain the latest (committed) state of the object
(say the node has crashed); similarly, it should be
possible for this node to be included back in StA once it
does contain the latest committed state for the object.
We assume that the naming and binding service itself is
built out of one or more persistent objects, so the above
state transitions are (naturally) performed under the
control of atomic actions. The objects providing the
naming and binding service themselves can be replicated
in order to be able to provide highly available service; in
this paper we will assume that the service is always
available.
3.2. Object replica management
We now consider several possible ways of
managing object replicas of A, given the cardinality of
the sets StA  and SvA  (assume that A  is currently
passive, i.e., not in use).
(1)|SvA| = |StA| = 1: This represents the case of a
non-replicated object (see figure 2). Activating A will
consist of creating a server at the node ∈ SvA (say α)
and loading the state from the node ∈  StA (say β; a
common case is α=β).
 
At commit time, the state of the
object is copied back to β. If either α or β is down, or
crashes during the execution of an atomic action, then
the action must abort.
Object Server
α
Object State
β
Figure 2: |SvA |  = |StA | = 1
(2)|SvA| = 1 &|StA| > 1: This represents the case
where only the state of an object is replicated (see figure
3). Activating A will consist of creating a server at the
node ∈ SvA (say α) and loading the state from any node
∈ StA. At commit time, an attempt is made to copy the
state of the object at α to the object stores of all the
nodes ∈ StA. To ensure that StA contains the names of
only those nodes with mutually consistent states of A,
the names of all those nodes for which the copy
operation failed must be removed from StA. An atomic
action using A  must abort if α  is down (or crashes
during execution), or all the nodes ∈ StA are down (or
crash during execution). Note that this scheme represents
the single copy passive replication technique.
.
.
.
Figure 3: |SvA |  = 1 &|StA | > 1
(3)|SvA| > 1&|StA| = 1: This represents the case
where servers can be replicated, but only a single object
state is available (see figure 4). There is some flexibility
available in choosing an activation policy for A ;
activating A can consist of creating servers at one or
more nodes listed in SvA (let SvA', where SvA' ⊆ SvA,
be the set of such nodes), and loading the state of the
object from the node ∈  StA . If |SvA'| = 1, then no
replication for A is available; if |SvA'| = k, where k>1,
then active replication or coordinator-cohort replication
for A is in operation, permitting up to k-1 server replica
failures of A to be masked during the execution of an
application.
Figure 4: |SvA |  > 1&|StA | = 1
(4)|SvA| > 1 &|StA| > 1: This is the most general
case (all the previous schemes being special cases)
providing maximum flexibility during object activation
(see figure 5). Activation takes place as in (3) above,
except that each server is free to load the state of the
object from any of the nodes ∈ StA. At commit time,
steps similar to those outlined in (2) are necessary.
..
.
Figure 5: |SvA |  > 1 &|StA | > 1
We next consider the case of a client accessing an
object (A) that has been activated already. If A was
activated as described in (1) or (2), then the client must
be bound to the server for A  . If A  was activated as
described in (3) or (4), then again the client must be
bound to all of the functioning servers ∈ SvA'.
4. Binding and activation
For simplicity, we shall assume that a client
making use of the naming and binding services has
already obtained the UID of the object it is accessing
(say UIDA for A). We assume that the naming and
binding service is composed from two distinct objects
(although of course they could be implemented as one):
an Object Server database for maintaining UIDA to SvA
mappings for all the persistent objects and similarly an
Object State database for maintaining UIDA to StA
mappings. From the description of the system model in
Section 3, we can see that clients access the Object
Server database, while servers make use of the Object
State database.
4.1. The object server database
The Object Server database maintains information,
in the form of a list per object, on the locations (host
names) of servers. Each such list is concurrency
controlled independently using locks. The operations
provided by the database include:
• GetServer(objectname): for an object, A, this read
operation returns the list of nodes ∈ SvA given its name
(UIDA).
• Insert(objectname, hostname) : This update
operation is called to add the name of a node which can
act as a server site for the named object.
• R e m o v e ( o b j e c t n a m e ,  h o s t n a m e ) : A
complementary operation to the previous one.
4.1.1. Selecting object servers
As indicated before, operations of the object server
database (as well as on the object state database) are
executed as atomic actions. We have identified three
different ways in which these atomic actions are
structured with respect to the application actions; these
are discussed below. We will assume, for the sake of
simplicity, that a client is accessing only a single object
(A), further, a replication policy characterised by figure 5
will be assumed. Note that in the following diagrams
shaded ellipses represent atomic actions operating on the
object server database, while non-shaded ellipses are
application level actions.
4.1.2. Standard atomic actions
In the first scheme we will assume that the
GetServer(UIDA) operation of the object server database
is executed as a nested atomic action of the client action
(see figure 6). If this operation fails then the client
action must abort. Assuming the operation does not fail,
the client uses a fixed algorithm to select a subset  SvA'
for binding; the binding will succeed for all the nodes ∈
SvA' that are functioning. If necessary, these servers
obtain the state of the object by contacting the Object
State database (the operations exported by this database
will be discussed in section 4). Note that a client must
first execute the operation GetServer(UIDA)  in order to
be able to bind to the servers for A. If there are several
clients accessing A, then this would result in several
invocations of GetServer(UIDA). This is possible in this
scheme as GetServer(UIDA) is a read operation,
permitting shared access from within client actions.
time
Figure 6: Using nested atomic actions
At the end of the action the client commits, and the
read lock on the database entry is then released. In this
scheme the set SvA represents the 'static' set of potential
servers, and no attempt is made by a client to
dynamically remove a node from this set if it detects a
crash (since this would then require a write lock on the
database entry, a situation which we are trying to avoid).
If a node (δ) with a server crashes, then upon recovery, it
executes the Insert(UIDA, δ) operation, before it is ready
to act as a server node. Although δ ∈ SvA, execution of
this operation is necessary to check that A is quiescent
(recall that the Insert operation requires a write lock, and
will only succeed when there are no clients using A).
This ensures that bindings are managed correctly in the
presence of server crashes and recovery. The Insert and
Remove operations can be used by specific application
programs for explicitly changing the membership of
SvA (for varying the degree of server replication). A
shortcoming of this scheme is that the set SvA need not
represent the current view of functioning server nodes;
so at binding time each and every client determines 'the
hard way' that a server is unavailable. This deficiency
can be rectified if clients are allowed to remove failed
servers from SvA at binding time; such schemes will be
discussed subsequently.
The above scheme does permit one optimisation: if
clients are only performing read operations on an object
then it is possible for concurrent clients to activate and
bind to different (possibly disjoint sets of) servers for the
object. In a simple scheme, a client binds to any
convenient node ∈ SvA.
4.1.3. Enhancing the functionality of the object
server database
We now consider two schemes which permit clients
to update SvA. A client accesses the database by making
use an independent top-level atomic action (this could be
run separately, as shown in figure 7 or invoked from
within the client action, as a nested top-level action,  as
shown in figure 8). Let us first describe the additional
state information which the database is required to store
for each persistent object. We assume that for each node
∈  SvA  , a use list,  of the form <Ni, Ci>, where Ci
counts the number of clients of the server from node Ni ,
is kept. An object A will be either in a quiescent or
passive state if  for all  nodes ∈ SvA, the corresponding
use list is empty.
• Increment(clientnode, hostname1, ..., hostnamen):
The counter value for clientnode within the use list of
each hostname is incremented by one (if there is no
entry for clientnode, then a new entry, with counter set
to one is created).
•  Decrement(c l ientnode,  hostname1 , ...,
hostnamen): A complementary operation to the previous
one. Both of these operations require a write lock.
In these two schemes, a crash of a client does not
automatically undo changes made to the database. So,
failure detection and cleanup protocols will be required.
For example, the Object Server database could
periodically check if its clients are functioning, and if
necessary update use list if crashes are detected. These
aspects of system design are beyond the scope of this
paper.
(i) Independent actions
 Within the first top-level action the client first
contacts the database by invoking GetServer(UIDA). We
now assume that this operation also returns the use lists
for the nodes ∈ SvA. If the use lists are all empty, the
client is free to select any subset SvA' for binding. The
client then invokes Increment (..) and Remove(..)
operations to respectively, update use lists and remove
any failed servers from the set SvA . If the use list
returned is non-empty, then the client tries to bind to
only those servers with non-zero counters; if any failures
are detected, then Remove(..) is called as before. After
the client action has terminated, the Decrement (..)
operation is called (the last top-level action in figure 7)
to update the use list.
Figure 7: Using independent top-level
actions.
In this scheme, the set SvA maintained by the
database contains a relatively up-to-date list of
functioning server nodes, thereby rectifying the
shortcoming of the previous scheme.
(ii) Nested top-level actions
If the system provides the facility for invoking top-
level atomic actions from within an action (such actions
are called nested top-level actions), then the scheme
illustrated by figure 7 can be replaced by the one shown
in figure 8.
Figure 8: Using nested top-level actions.
4.2. The object state database
As stated earlier, the Object State database
maintains information, in the form of a list per object,
on the locations (host names) of object stores (UIDA to
StA mappings). As was the case with the server
database, such lists can be concurrency controlled
independently. The database exports several operations,
including:
•Getview(objectname): for an object, A, this read
operation returns the list of nodes ∈ StA given its name
(UIDA)
•Exclude(<objectname1, nodelist1>, <objectname2,
nodelist2>, ... ), where <objectnamei, nodelisti> is the
exclude list for objectnamei: for every objectnamei the
corresponding St set is modified to remove the entries
for the hostnames listed in nodelisti .
•Include(objectname, hostname) : This update
operation is called to add the name of a node which can
act as an object server site for the named object.
A crashed node with an object store must ensure,
upon recovery that its objects do contain the latest
committed states. For this purpose, it can run atomic
actions to update its object states and then invoke the
Include (..) operation for making the object states
available again [11][12].
4.2.1. Accessing the object state database
The object state database can be accessed using
schemes similar to the ones discussed for the server
database.
(i) Standard atomic actions
This scheme is similar to the server database
technique discussed with reference to figure 6. A freshly
created server must obtain the state of the object from an
object store. Such a server invokes getview(UIDA)
operation (as a nested action of the client) to get the list
of object server nodes ∈ StA and contacts any of those
nodes to get the state. At commit time, the server copies
the new state to all the functioning nodes ∈ StA; if the
copy operation fails for some nodes ∈ StA, then the
names of these nodes must be excluded from the set StA.
Since the exclude operation requires a write lock, the
read lock currently held on the list must be promoted to
a write lock; if the lock promotion succeeds, the exclude
operation can be performed, else the client action must
abort. An obvious read optimisation is possible: if the
client has not changed the state of the object, then no
copying to object stores is necessary.
The above scheme suffers from the disadvantage that
if an object is being shared between several clients,
several read locks would be held on to the list for the
object, and a lock promotion request by a client would
be refused. This can be rectified by introducing type-
specific concurrency control for database entries. We
introduce an exclude-write lock type, which can be
shared with read locks. To exclude , a client first
promotes its read lock to this new lock type.
(ii) Independent and nested top-level actions
The schemes for accessing the object server database
using independent or nested top level actions can be
adapted to work with the object state database as well;
these schemes will require the kind of enhancements
discussed in section 4.1.3. These details are not
presented here to save space.
5. Concluding remarks
We have presented a general model for persistent
replicated object management and identified what meta
information about objects needs to be maintained
(information about available servers and object stores
maintained by the naming and binding service). We have
then described how this information can be manipulated
in a consistent manner. The ideas presented here can be
developed further. A useful extension would be based on
investigating possible ways of reducing dependence on
the need for atomic action support for the naming and
binding services. This is important as most such
services do not provide such support. Although we do
not see any simple way of completely  doing away with
atomic action support, one way would be to keep
available server related data in a 'traditional (non-atomic)'
name server, and retain the services of a modified object
state server database with atomic action support. It
would then become the responsibility of the Object
State database to guarantee consistent binding of clients
to servers.
We have implemented major aspects of the services
mentioned in this paper as part of the current version of
the Arjuna distributed programming system [18][19].
Arjuna is an object-oriented programming system
implemented in C++ that provides a set of tools for the
construction of fault-tolerant distributed applications.
Arjuna provides nested atomic actions for structuring
application programs. Atomic actions control sequences
of operations upon (local and remote) objects, which are
instances of C++ classes. Operations upon remote
objects are invoked through the use of remote procedure
calls. The prototype implementation supports single
copy passive replication and active replication [11][12].
The two databases have been implemented as a single
Arjuna object, referred to as the group view database.
Users (or the system) can choose to interact with this
database using several of the techniques we have
described - by default, standard atomic actions are used.
The Arjuna stub generator tool [15], together with the
supporting system libraries hide much of the
interactions with the database.
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